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Questioning the Simulation Results

      he Tombs and their Location

Period:  Late Helladic IIIA2?

Building Materials:  Conglomerate, Limestone, Clay, Earth

Dromos:  36 m long x 6 m wide; lined with roughly dressed con-
glomerate set in broken courses and backed by limestone

Stomion:  2.7–2.9 m wide x 5.4 m high x 5.4 m deep; saw cut and 
inely dressed conglomerate in even horizontal courses

Lintels:  10 m3 or 25,000 kg and 56 m3 or 140,000 kg;  inely dressed 
conglomerate, the second lintel is the largest stone found in Greek 
architecture

Chamber:  14.6 m diameter x 13.3 high; inely dressed conglomer-
ate in even courses, a side chamber was cut to the north

Tumulus:  7500? m3; retained by a limestone rubble peribolos wall 
faced with dressed poros limestone

Period: Late Helladic IIA?

Building Materials:  Conglomerate, Limestone, Earth 

Dromos:  13 m long x 2 m wide;  sides are unlined, cut directly 
from the friable bedrock and partially lost to erosion

Stomion:  1.40 m wide x 3.40 m deep x 3.00 m high; built of larger 
conglomerate and limestone rubble set in rough courses 

Lintels:  1 m3 or 2,500 kg each; three lintels of unworked conglom-
erate in situ, a fourth likely illed a gap between the existing three

Chamber:  8 m diameter, 8 m high; built of smaller conglomerate 
and limestone rubble, upper half has collapsed

Tumulus:  140? m3; lost to erosion, no evidence for a retaining wall

 
(Wace 1921-1923, ig. 50) (Wace 1921-1923, pl. LVI)
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Modeling and Simulating the Construction Process
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Purpose and Method

Between Late Helladic IIA and IIIB, nine underground ‘bee-
hive’ or tholos tombs were built at Mycenae, Greece (Wace 
1921-1923, 1949). Over time, these nine tombs show increas-
ing architectural elaboration and investment of labor, which 
has been linked to elite competition and evolving state power at 
Mycenae (Fitzsimons 2006).   

In order to examine in more detail how the construction of 
these tholoi evolved and their connection to elite or state ‘pow-
er’, this study compares the construction of one of the earliest 
tholoi, the Cyclopean Tomb, to one of the latest, the Treasury of 
Atreus.  To achieve this comparison, this study . . . 

• Reconstructs the tombs, including hidden architectural 
elements in AutoCAD

• Calculates labor-costs for the major elements of con-
struction

• Models and simulates the dynamic process of construc-
tion using Microsot Project and Palisade @Risk

• Questions the simulation results to consider how labor 
may have been organized during the construction of both 
tombs

Conclusions

In addition to a clear and dramatic diference in the labor-
costs of the Cyclopean Tomb and the Treasury of Atreus, com-
parison of the tombs also indicates a transformation in or-
ganizational capabilities. Explicit models of the construction 
process highlight the high diferentiation of tasks required dur-
ing the Treasury of Atreus’ construction, while the construction 
of the Cyclopean Tomb required notably fewer tasks. 

 Simulations of the labor arrangements needed to construct 
the tombs show that a small group could have built the Cyclo-
pean Tomb over a few agricultural of-seasons, relying only on 
informal recruitment strategies and day-to-day management. 
On the other hand,  the Treasury of Atreus required formal-
ized, predictable recruitment and managerial mechanisms in 
order to successfully meet daily labor demands, allocate work-
ers to appropriate tasks, and ensure a smooth transition be-
tween the major stages of construction. 

If we return to the concept of ‘power’ and the tholos tomb, 
an important point emerges. While labor-costs may be linked 
to state or elite power, by studying the organization which un-
derlies those costs a fuller picture emerges. In this regard, the 
Treasury of Atreus does not relect a simple increase in power 
over labor, but rather a fundamental change in the structures of 
power.
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he Elements of a holos Tomb

A tholos is a corbelled, subterranean tomb partially built 
into a bedrock cutting in a hillside and then covered by a heap 
of earth.  Although tholoi show a striking amount of varia-
tion in Mycenaean Greece depending, among other factors, on 
chronology, location, and available building materials, as a gen-
eral rule, they possess four major elements: 

Dromos, a passage which leads towards the chamber 
and whose sides typically slope upwards with the con-
tour of the hill

Stomion, an entrance to the tomb roofed with lintel 
blocks and sometimes capped by a relieving triangle

Chamber, a corbelled dome which is partially seat-
ed in a circular bedrock cutting and acts as the tomb 
proper

Tumulus, a mass of earth covering the tholos which 
counterbalances the outward thrust of the chamber’s 
upper portion
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Reconstructing the Tombs and Calculating their Costs

Cost of the Treasury of Atreus in Person-Hours

Cost of the Cyclopean Tomb in Person-Hours

How Could You Quickly Construct the Treasury of Atreus If You Can Field a Few Hundred Laborers?

• his simulation shows that the tomb could be built in under a year, provided that 240 laborers are regularly available. 

• here is a sharp peak in labor demand when the lintel is moved from the quarry. We might associate this type of spike with 
a feast or collective event that draws together a greater pool of workers.

• During construction, daily labor demands are highly variable. his would require a signiicant managerial aparatus to pre-
dict, recruit, direct, and feed the ever changing number of workers. 

How Could You Organize Construction of the Cyclopean Tomb Over a Summer with a Small, Steady Supply of Laborers?

• his simulation shows that the tomb could be built within 60 days, provided that up to 25 workers are reg-
ularly available. 

• he daily labor demands for construction show little variation and, as a result, there is no need for a per-
manent managerial aparatus.

• Simulations suggest recruitment was informal and daily organizational problems could be solved ad hoc.   


